FOREWORD
The only reason for inviting me to write a foreword
to a literary work such as Shri Munshi's can be that I am
called * Mnhatma \ I can make no literary pretensions*
My acquaintance with Gujarati and for that matter any
literature, is, for no fault of mine, next to nothing.
Having led a life of intense action since early youth I
have had no opportunity of reading except in prisons
whether in South Africa or in India. Shri Munshi's survey
of Gujarati literature has made fascinating reading for me.
His miniature pen-portraits of writers give one a fair
introduction to their writings.
Shri Munshi's estimate of our literary achievement
appears to me to be very faithful The survey naturally
confines itself to the language understood and spoken by
the middle class. Commercially-minded and self satisfied,
their language has naturally been ' effeminate and sen-
suous '. Of the language of the people we know next to
nothing We iv.irdly understand their speech. The gulf
between them and us the middle class, is so great that we
do not know them and they know still less of what we
think and speak,
The dignified persistence of Shri Dcvemlra Satyarthi, a
writer whom I do not remember lo have ever met, has
made me peep into l«is remarkable collection of folk songs
of the provinces he has been travelling in. They are the
literature of the people. The middle classes of the pro-
vinces to which !he songs belong are untouched by them,
even as we of Gujarat arc untouched by the songs of folk,
i. e. the language of the masses of Gujarat Meghani of the
Saurashtra school has done folklore research in Kathiawar.
His researches show the gulf that exists between the
language of the people and ours.
But the folklore belongs to an order of things that is
passing away, if it has not already done so. There is an
awakening among the masses. They have begun not with

